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Defensive Volleyball Tactics - Iowa Volleyball Coaches Clinic - March 2-3, 2007 
Dave Shondell - Purdue University Volleyball 

 
I. Introduction to Designing a Defense 

A. Areas to discuss 
1. Be creative in designing a defense that will work for your team / Stages of defense - listed below  
2. Defensive alignments, strategies, and tactics  
3. Tactical considerations  

B. Positions and court zones (discuss for general understanding) 
1. Positions - base (starting) positions and why 
2. Court and net zones - discuss basic zones (1-6) and traditional sets to defend (4, A, 2, 9) 

C. Factors to consider when designing a defense 
1. Team’s experience and knowledge 
2. Coach’s philosophy - priorities, what are you wanting to accomplish? 
3. Physical size and abilities of players - height and jump - can they block effectively?  Can they 

cover ground? 
4. Players’ mental ability to assimilate information - cerebral player, situational recognition? 
5. Opponent’s strengths and weaknesses - level of play, expectations 
6. What are you trying to accomplish with your defense? Defensive objectives? 
 

II. Stages of Defense 
A. Pre-game preparation - scouting, film, game plan 
B. Serve - objectives 
C. Read, react, and adjust - recognition and movement 
D. Block - what is objective of your block? 
E. Floor defense - crucial - underappreciated / most people can become good defenders 
F. Transition - the second and third play -  being productive after defending opponent                         

*key to success in rally scoring is scoring points in transition (defense to offense after the serve) 
 

III. Tactical Considerations 
A. Know opponent’s offensive schemes and tendencies 
B. Adjust defense to fit personnel   
C. Create advantageous matchups  
D. Identify most effective play sets in each rotation 
E. Serve strategically 

 
IV.  Defensive Alignments and Strategies 

A. Defensive alignments 
1. Perimeter (used at highest levels with experienced athletes; everyone stays deep) - susceptible to 

soft shot 
2. Rotation (block inside/mb digs line or block line/mb digs seam) - added movement on set 
3. Flexible Box (used with less talent and experienced athletes) - take away basic shots, but 

unpredictable shots might show 
4. 2-block (small setter / RS) - utilize best players 
5. 1-block - less is more 

B. *Sidebar: Blocking 
1. Read (MB waits to see where the ball is set to; reacts to set) 
2. Release (calculated gamble; play the percentages of when to release early / shut down big hitter) 
3. Commit (vs. a team that frequently sets the MB; if good pass, block the middle - up on set) 

C. Block Line/Dig Inside 
1. Explanation of strategy 
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2. Personnel requirements 
3. Advantages and disadvantages 
4. Coaching Point - parallel digging 

D. Block Inside/Dig Line (rotational) 
1. Explanation of strategy 
2. Personnel requirements 
3. Advantages and disadvantages 
4. Coaching Point - towel digging 

E. Less Blockers is Better 
1. Explanation of strategy - show positioning 
2. Personnel requirements - excellent back court defenders 
3. Advantages and disadvantages 
4. Option A - Two blocker defense 
5. Option B - One blocker defense 
6. Coaching Point - Blockers at the net can actually make backcourt defense more difficult 

F. The Libero 
1. Role 
2. Positioning (LB, MB, or even RB) 
3. Back court attack - must contact below the net 
4. Leadership of defense 

 
V. Drills to Incorporate your Defensive System 

A. Basic Fundamentals - defensive progression, repetition, daily routine 
B. Multiple Positions - two or three player digging or blocking transition drills with digging 
C. Team - wash drills defense - LS v. LS, M v. M 
D. Attitude Enhancing 

 
* Review the Principles of Defense within alignments, strategies, and options. 

1. Disrupt with the serve 
2. Block effectively 
3. Discipline on defense (back court) 
4. Understanding of team defensive system (cerebral, situational recognition) 
5. Defensive attitude - desire, toughness, pride 
6. Don’t let the ball hit the floor 

 
Notes: 
♦ Defense starts with preparation:  scouting opponent, noting tendencies, practices implementing scouting 

report. 
♦ Note how important the serve is to make it difficult for the opponent to mount a consistent offensive attack. 
♦ A less talented team can level the playing field by serving efficiently and strategically. 
♦ All blocking is based on the middle blocker. 
♦ One way to separate one team from another is by scoring points while serving:  serve tough and block 

attacks. 
♦ Cover this early:  A key component to good defense is transition point-scoring efficiency the ability to score 

points when your team is serving. Percentages favor the team receiving the serve. Therefore, the more 
points your team scores when serving is crucial to your success. This is why serving and defense need to be 
prioritized in the era of rally scoring. 


